TO: Distribution

FROM: DA8/Chairman, Ascent/Entry Flight Techniques

SUBJ: Ascent/Entry Flight Techniques Panel Meeting #17 Agenda

The 17th Ascent/Entry Flight Techniques Panel meeting will be held at the Johnson Space Center on Monday, July 22, 1985, in building 30, room 225, at 12 noon CDT.

AGENDA

1. STS 51-G Postlanding Analysis  -DM5/J. V. West
2. STS 61-A Rollout/Nose-Wheel Steering DTO (Detailed Test Objective)  DF4/K. A. Reily
3. Aim Point Evaluation  DM5/J. V. West
5. Forward Reaction Control System Dump DTO  ET3/D. B. Kanipe
6. Main Propulsion System Dump DTO  DF4/J. L. Borrer
7. Orbital Maneuvering System/Reaction Control System Dump Interconnect Issue  DM3/E. M. Henderson
8. Ball Bar Location at Dakar  DM5/J. V. West

Presenters please submit two copies of the presentation material to DA8/C. L. Gruby, extension 3051, building 29, room 108J by close of business, Friday, July 19, 1985, and also bring 20 copies to the meeting.